TOMARIMBANDO
6.º FESTIVAL INTERNACIONAL DE PERCUSSÃO / INTERNATIONAL PERCUSSION FESTIVAL
TOMAR_25 A 29_ JUNHO / _25 TO 29_ JUNE 2012

CONCERTOS PROFISSIONAIS [PROFESSIONAL CONCERTS]
todos os dias às 21h30 no Cine Teatro Paraiso [every day at 21:30 in the Paraiso Theatre]
25. Simantra Grupo de Percussão [Simantra Percussion Group] - PT
26. Duo Ello - BR
27. Christian Dierstein - DE
28. Katarzyna Mycka - PL
29. Pedro Carneiro - PT

MARTER CLASS
todos os dias às 10h na Sociedade Filarmónica Gualdim Pais [every day at 10am in the Philharmonic Society Gualdim Pais]
25. Rui Gomes - PT
27. Duo Ello - BR
28. Pedro Carneiro - PT
29. Katarzyna Mycka - PL

CONCERTOS ESCOLAS [SCHOOLS CONCERT]
todos os dias às 17h30 no auditório do IPT [every day at 17:30 in the auditorium of IPT]
25. Academia de Música de Vilar do Paraiso [Vila do Paraiso Music Academy]
   Conservatório Regional de Música de Vila Real [Vila Real Regional Conservatory of Music]
   Conservatório de Música e Artes do Dão [Dão Conservatory of Music and Arts]
27. Conservatório de Música de Aveiro [Aveiro Conservatory of Music]
   Conservatório de Música de Coimbra [Coimbra Conservatory of Music]
28. Academia de Música de Santa Maria da Feira [Santa Maria da Feira Music Academy]
   Conservatório Nacional [National Conservatory]
29. Ensemble Percussão SFGP [Percussion Ensemble SFGP]
   Escola de Música Firmação [School of Music Firmação]

[Logos and sponsor information]
Going on for six consecutive years, the Tomarimbando is an International Percussion Festival, the largest event of its kind made in Portugal, which takes place in the city of Tomar, recognized internationally for brands and musicians, organized by the Gualdim Pais Philharmonic Society. Have already the participation of musicians such as Mark Ford, Kunico Kato, Pedro Carneiro, Durum, Nebojsa Zivkovic, Nuno Aroso, Jeffrey Davis, Les Percut, Jean Francois Leze.

Its main objectives:

- the spread of percussive music performed throughout the world;
- provide an experience of artistic work to young professional musicians and music students;
- promote the internationalization of artistic experiences, by conducting master classes and concerts with foreign professionals;
- encourage decentralization and promotion of artistic musical production, reducing regional imbalances;
- To sensitize public and private institutions that the Festival is a source of economic development and local and regional tourism.

The musicians who will be in this year 2012 between 25th and 29th of June are: Simantra - Portugal, Duo Ello - Brazil, Christian Dierstein - Germany, Katarzyna Mycka - Poland, Pedro Carneiro - Portugal.

During the week percussion groups will participate in various masterclasses directed by guest musicians and also performing schools concerts.